
Thumb

Universal Tracker

T580

Tiny, but Powerful

For Camera/Bicycle/
Pet/Bag/Personal 



Feature
One of the smallest portable GPS+LBS+WiFi Tracker 
IPX7 Waterproof design with tiny size: 35x66x14mm 
Maximum 30 working days with 700mAh lithium polymer 
rechargeable battery 
Big and Sensitive GPS antenna built-in 25*25mm  
Perfect  tracker for kid’s bag, handbag, luggage or keychain 
Panic button built-in, perfect security device for ladies, 
seniors and kids 
Support indoor tracking with LBS or WiFi position technique 
With silicone belt holder to hide the tracker on the belt  
Custom design silicone case is welcome 
WiFi version is an option to be selected 



WiFi Option

WiFi Location

The tracker will scan the 
nearby WiFi router signal 
and get the address from 

the Google database. 

This tracking mode 
works even indoor and 

accuracy is around 
10-100 meters.

WiFi Fence

User can setup specific WiFi 
hotspot coverage as a 

fence, alert will be triggered 
when device enter or exit 

the fence. 

WiFi fence comparably 
smaller coverage,  but much 
better accuracy and stable 
than the regular geo-fence.



for Bicycle
Simple way to protect your 
bicycle, Perfect size to hide 
below a bicycle seat with 
3M stick



for Bag 

the tracker is hidden into 
the should pad of bag 

and camera

for Camera 



for Big Dog
Suit for the big dog with belt 
hold

for Senior
it is perfect security item for senior 
with belt holder



for Lady
Put into the purse, press the panic 
button to let the family know your 
location immediately in emergency 
case

for Kids
Easy to hide into school bag or on 
children's clothing with Velcro sticky 
pouch

for Vehicle 
It is easy to hide in the 
corner of the vehicle to 
track location



for Parcel
Easily to be put inside the parcel and keep 
monitoring

Safe Alarm
Call your cellphone immediately 
when someone try to steal your 
safe





Front Side



SIM Card Cap

Panic Button

Magnet Charging Port

Nano SIM Card

Back Side


